This software update adds or changes the following functions. In addition to the manual originally supplied with your system, please now refer to the following new instructions:

**The GYRO2/GYRO3 function can now be set with a helicopter. (Helicopter)**

* When using the gyro2/gyro3 function, assign gyro2/gyro3 to any channel on the function screen.
* Function name setting is reflected in the title of the gyro details setting screen.

1) When Gyro setting menu is chosen, the rate setting screen of each gyro is displayed.

* A rate and the AVCS mode setting of each gyro are possible with this screen.

2) When a gyro function button is chosen, the detailed setting screen of each gyro is displayed.

Servo test

Servo test cannot now turn on in the next state, because it is dangerous for the throttle to suddenly become engaged.

* Throttle cut is on. [Airplane/Helicopter]
* Throttle hold is on. [Helicopter]
* Condition hold is on. [Helicopter]